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On the eta–invariant in the four dimensional chiral U(1) theory
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The imaginary part of the effective action is investigated in the 4D chiral U(1) theory using the CFA.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the continuum the relation between chiral
gauge theories in even dimensions D and their
vectorial counterparts is known since many years.
For an external gauge field A in the topologically
trivial sector, the chiral fermionic effective action
W [A] is given by2 [1] :
Re
(
W [A]−W [A0]
)
=
1
2
(
WV[A]−WV[A0]
)
Im
(
W [A]−W [A0]
)
= piη + 2piQ05(At) ,
where At = (1−t)A0+tA , t ∈ [0, 1], interpolates
between some initial configuration A0 and A in
the same topological sector and WV denotes the
effective action for the associated vector theory.
The imaginary part, which conveys the chiral na-
ture of the theory, is given by the eta-invariant
η [2] and the Chern-Simons form Q05. The lat-
ter encodes the anomaly δgW [A] ∝ i δgQ
0
5, δg
being the variation w.r.t. a gauge transformation
g. In the anomaly free model the imaginary part
is given by the eta-invariant alone, manifesting
the key roˆle of η in the understanding of chiral
gauge theories. Since η is defined as the spectral
asymmetry of an ‘extended’ Dirac operator, its
presence indicates a D+ 1 dimensional underly-
ing problem.
Despite the recent progress in constructing chi-
ral gauge theories on the lattice [3], there seems
∗Talk given by A. Hoferichter.
2Up to local counter terms for the real part.
to be no easily manageable expression for η at
finite lattice spacing a. Within a 5-dimensional
approach a lattice definition of the eta-invariant
(and Q05) has been given in [4] and shown, that
in the classical continuum limit the lattice expres-
sions transform to the known continuum expres-
sions. From the point of view of a practical imple-
mentation of chiral gauge theories on the lattice
it is desirable to control the imaginary part of the
resulting chiral effective action. As a first step to-
wards this goal we investigate the effective action
of the 4D lattice chiral U(1) theory in order to
extract information on the eta-invariant.
2. LATTICE MODEL AND STRATEGY
In matrix notation with all indices suppressed
the fermionic action of the model under consider-
ation is given by3
SF [ψ¯, ψ, U ] = ψ¯M[U ]ψ
where U is an external field with (compact) link
variables Uµ(x) ∈ U(1) and M[U ] = /D[U ] +
W[U ] . The Dirac part is written as
/D = /DPR + /DPL =
(
0 DL
DR 0
)
with PR,L =
1
2
(1± γ5), and the Wilson term,
W =
(
WLR 0
0 WRL
)
,
3We use standard lattice notation for one flavor.
2may in principle depend also on U . Here we will
consider the so-called ungaugedWilson term only.
In this case there are no counter terms for the
imaginary part of the effective action [5]. Ex-
plicitely, we consider
W = −
1
2
(
∂b∂f 0
0 ∂f∂b
)
,
where ∂f,b denotes the lattice forward and back-
ward derivative, respectively. By choosing the
right-handed component of the field UR to be
trivial, we obtain a chiral U(1) model with DR =
∂R. In this study, we restrict ourselves to the
discussion of the imaginary part of the fermionic
effective action
ImW = Im (− ln detM ) ,
which we evaluate in the continuum fermion ap-
proach (CFA) (e.g.[6,5,7]) by the following steps.
(1) interpolate the lattice gauge configuration
Ua on the original lattice with spacing a
to a continuum gauge field A by a suitable
procedure (e.g. [8]) : Ua −→ A
(2) in order to avoid infinities, project back A
to a lattice configuration with finer spacing
af = m
−1a, m > 1 : A −→ Uaf
(3) consider limaf→0 ImW [U
af ], with a fixed,
to evaluate the fermionic effective action for
the continuum fermions
To carry out the full program, eventually the limit
a→ 0 has to be taken, which we will not perform
here. In practice, steps (1) and (2) are combined
without making the ‘detour’ via the continuum
gauge field, such that one interpolates Ua → Uaf
directly. We make use of the remaining freedom
in the interpolation procedure by introducing dis-
placement vectors w.r.t. the origins of the orig-
inal and finer lattices [9]. Thus, for one config-
uration Ua on the original lattice we are able
to obtain a set of configurations {Uaf}. Corre-
sponding distributions of ImW [Uaf ] are used to
define a variance. In the af → 0 limit the results
should become independent of the details of in-
terpolation, leading to narrower distributions for
smaller af . To compute detM[U
af ] we apply
a non-Hermitean Lanczos procedure, which has
been modified for numerical stability with com-
plete re-orthogonalization. In order to derive the
information about the anomaly free model, we
impose the anomaly cancellation condition
N∑
f=1
εfc
3
f = 0 ,
in an additional step. The sum extends over
the N different flavors with chiralities εf and
fermion charges cf . After anomaly cancellation,
we adopt the continuum notation by setting
lim
af→0
ImW [Uaf ]
!
= piη ; a = const ,
which formally provides us with the notion of a
lattice eta-invariant. Lattice artefacts and gauge
invariance breaking effects are expected to vanish
at least as O(af/a) [5,7].
3. FIRST RESULTS
We considered three original4 L4 = 34 gauge
configurations denoted by U1,2,3 interpolated to
lattices sizes up to 84 as depicted schematically
below:
{U}L=3
⇓
random displacements of origin
⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
{U}L=4 {U}L=5 {U}L=6 {U}L=7 {U}L=8 .
Fig.1 displays the distribution of ImW for the
case of right (left) handed fermions and after
anomaly cancellation. The original configuration
U1 has been chosen randomly, with the constraint
| θµ(x) | <
pi
5
on the link angles θµ(x). Although
the distribution for the c=2 case has a large vari-
ance, after anomaly cancellation the distribution
is sharply peaked about some central value. This
is possible since the anomaly is canceled event by
event, and the error bars in Fig.2, should not be
confused with Monte Carlo errors, but are an es-
timation of lattice errors. The af dependence of
4We set a=1 from now on and drop the superscript af on
interpolated configurations.
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Figure 1. Distribution of ImW for right (left)
handed fermions with given charges and for the
anomaly free model for U1 interpolated to 5
4.
ImW for U1 is shown in Fig.2. For the two finest
lattices we do not display error bars, since we
could not evaluate the effective action for enough
displacement vectors yet. The observation of
Fig.1 continues in the case of finer lattices. In
the extreme case, ImW (including the anomaly)
is about two orders of magnitude larger than the
result for the anomaly free model. For the con-
figurations Uk, k=2,3, with | θµ(x) | <
pi
6
, pi
8
, re-
spectively, we find similarly small values of ImW
in the anomaly free case.
4. SUMMARY
After anomaly cancellation we find | ImW | <
2 · 10−5 for the given configurations. Hence, in
these cases, η seems to be very small, although
it can take any value mod 2Z. The results en-
courage further investigation towards a dynami-
cal simulation of a 4D chiral model.
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Figure 2. ImW vs. L−4 for different charges and
chiralities. The original configuration is U1 .
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